
02003 - Geometry Name: Period:

Warm-up (5 minutes)

Direction: On this paper, answer the following questions quietly at your seat:

1) Put your name, and the period on your paper

2) What is my email address if you need to email me about school? (Where do you need to
look to find it?)

3) How many days do you have before a late homework assignment will not be graded into
powerschool?

4) What is the website for checking Mr. Lee’s class work and homework?

5) Finally, some problems:

a) (5)(-3) + x = 21, x = b) (-7)(-5) x = (-15), x =

6) Read the direction projected on the board quietly when you are done with the warm-up.
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Go-over Warm -up (5 minutes)

Go-over collecting homework procedure (2 minutes)
- First thing to do everyday, bring your homework to the front of the room and put it in the
homework folder.
-Then go back to your seat and begin the warm-up.

Go-over homework format set-up (15 minutes)
- Show on document camera the expected homework format.
- Have student create 2 copies. (1 to keep for their reference, and 1 to turn in as 1st assign-
ment of the class.)

Go-over class binder (2 minutes)
- Show class how to organize the binder in this class.

Tab 1: Homework assignment list.
Tab 2: All warm-ups.
Tab 3: Note book and class notes.
Tab 4: Graded homework, quizzes and tests.
Tab 5: Extra papers (binder paper, graph paper, blank paper)
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Exit Ticket (5 minutes)

Direction: Answer the following questions on here:

7) When do you need to start bring your textbook to class?

8) What is the first thing you do in my class each day?

9) Finally more math before you leave my room today:

c) 5x = 17, x = d) 15 = (-7x), x =

e) 5 + 17 = x, x = f) 15x + (-7x) =

10) Turn in this paper, and 1 copy of the homework format into the warm-up / exit
ticket folder on your way out. This will be your first grade in powerschool.

What to expect tomorrow:
A practice run of a typical class day beginning with the warm-up, classwork and ending with
the exit ticket.
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